
Bangladesh’s oppn 
website shut down 
DHAKA: Bangladesh’s main opposition website has
been shut down, the party said yesterday, amid accu-
sation the government is muzzling dissent ahead of
next week’s general election. The Bangladesh
Nationalist Party (BNP) said authorities had closed the
site since last week when they shut 54 news portals
and websites for what they claimed were security rea-
sons. “We’ve written to the Election Commission to
open the website. But it has not been opened yet,”
BNP spokesman Nazrul Islam Khan told AFP. The
shutdown has hit the party’s election campaign just
days before the December 30 polls. “We cannot com-
municate with our supporters,” he said.

The BNP is part of the opposition National Unity
Front alliance, which is contesting the polls after boy-
cotting the 2014 election. It has emerged as the main
challenger to Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina’s bid for
record fourth term in office. Hasina’s government has
been accused by civil society and rights groups of drift-
ing towards authoritarianism, silencing dissent and the
press by using an onerous digital-security law. At least
six people have been killed in election campaign clashes
between supporters of Hasina’s ruling Awami League
and the BNP, whose incarcerated veteran leader Khaleda
Zia was last month handed another stiff jail term.

The Bangladesh Telecommunications Regulatory
Commission could not confirm whether the BNP
website was among the 54 sites it blocked last week.
But commission chairman Jahurul Haque accused the
website of bad taste. “It is obscene and indecent,” he
said. In an email to the Election Commission, the
BTRC, however, said the website was closed follow-
ing orders from two intelligence agencies for contain-
ing “outlawed” materials, according to a report by the
online edition of the mass circulation Bengali daily
Jugantor. BNP spokesman Khan rejected allegations

that the website contained obscene materials.
Last week the government blocked more than 50

websites and news portals for what it said were secu-
rity reasons, prompting an outcry from rights advo-
cates. BTRC spokesman Zakir Khan said the websites
were “spreading propaganda” and “destabilizing the
state”.  A BNP spokesman has said 18 of its online
activists have been detained in recent months, includ-
ing a former air force officer who was arrested on
Thursday. Human Rights Watch said the arrests and
the crackdown on free speech including widespread
surveillance contributed to “a widely described cli-
mate of fear” ahead of the election. 

“The authorities have used a number of broadly
worded laws arbitrarily to constrain journalists, restrict
the free speech of ordinary citizens, and target the
government’s opponents and critics,” the New York-
based group said. “The government has ordered sever-
al units and agencies to censor the internet, monitor
online communications, and detain users accused of
‘spreading rumors’ or ‘anti-state activity’,” it said. This
week Facebook said it had suspended nine pages and
six accounts it had linked to “individuals associated
with the Bangladesh government” and which posted
anti-opposition content while masquerading as inde-
pendent news sources. —AFP
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Indian anti-Vedanta 
protesters killed by 
shots to head, chest
THOOTHUKUDI: Twelve of the 13 protesters killed when police
opened fire on a demonstration against Vedanta’s copper
smelter in southern India in May were hit by bullets in the head
or chest, and half of those were shot from behind, autopsy
reports show. Two others died after bullets pierced the sides of
their heads, according to the reports produced by forensic med-
icine experts from several government hospitals and reviewed
by Reuters. They have not been previously published.

In the case of the youngest to be killed, a bullet entered the
back of 17-year-old J Snowlin’s head and exited through her
mouth, the autopsy found. “The deceased would appear to
have died of cardio-pulmonary arrest due to firearm bullet
injury to the back of the neck,” forensic medicine experts who
examined Snowlin’s body wrote. When Reuters visited her fam-
ily, they said they had not collected the teenager’s autopsy
report. “We are continuing to exist, that’s it,” said her mother.

Indian police rules allow the use of live ammunition to
quell civil unrest, but stipulate the response should be pro-
portionate and officers should not shoot to kill. Police
Standing Orders for Tamil Nadu, the state where the shoot-
ings took place, say that, when using firearms, “aim should be
kept low, preferably well below the waist level, and directed
against the most threatening part of the mob”. The incident
was the deadliest at an environmental protest in India in a
decade. A working group of United Nations’ human rights
experts in May condemned the “apparent excessive and dis-
proportionate use of lethal force by police”.

Federal police are investigating the shootings, which took
place as protesters were marching to the local government
headquarters in the port city of Thoothukudi, demanding that a
copper smelter controlled by London-headquartered Vedanta
Resources be shut for allegedly polluting the environment. No
police officers have been arrested or charged in connection
with the killings. In a statement following the incident the Tamil
Nadu state government, which is responsible for the police,
said: “Due to unavoidable circumstances, we had to take action
to bring the situation under control.”

The Thoothukudi district administration and state police
officials did not respond to emails seeking comments on the
autopsy reports. Federal police investigating the deaths did not
respond to requests for comment on the autopsy findings.
Vedanta did not respond to a request for comment. The com-
pany, which had no involvement in the shootings, has previously
expressed regret over the deaths at the protest, which it call
“absolutely unfortunate”. —Reuters

BEIJING: The arrest of a third Canadian in China has heightened
anxiety even in an expatriate community accustomed to some
level of fear and uncertainty. Beijing has confirmed it arrested
Canadian Sarah McIver for “working illegally” in the country,
following the detention of two other Canadians on national secu-
rity grounds. While Canadian authorities said the latest detention
appears to be a routine visa case, it has nonetheless exacerbated
concerns among Canadian expatriates in China-fearful that they
too might be detained over a legal technicality.

“I think most Canadians that are here are living in fear at
some level, a fear of losing what they have here, a fear of
getting arrested, fear of retribution,” said Ricky Ng-Adam,
founder of CoderBunker, a community of international soft-
ware developers, who regularly travels to Shanghai for work.
“It’s a constant fear,” he said, adding that some of his com-
patriots self-censor their social media postings and try to
keep a low profile. Former Canadian diplomat Michael
Kovrig and China-based business consultant Michael
Spavor were detained on December 10 and accused of

engaging in activities that “endanger China’s national secu-
rity”. Kovrig is a senior advisor at the International Crisis
Group think tank, while Spavor facilitates trips to North
Korea, including visits by former NBA star Dennis Rodman.
Though no link has officially been made between the three
detentions, suspicions are mounting that China is holding at
least two of the Canadian nationals in retaliation of Canada’s
arrest of Meng Wanzhou, a top executive at Chinese telecom
giant Huawei. The ambiguity surrounding the arrests has also
added to the unease, said Canadian Adrian Wu, who frequent-
ly travels to China for both work and leisure. 

“Even though the third person arrested is not related to the
cases of the first two, people see the headlines and immediately
think ‘a Canadian got taken’,” he said.  Ottawa has repeatedly
said Meng’s arrest was not political but rather part of a judicial
process in keeping with an extradition treaty with Washington.
Meng was released on bail last week in Vancouver pending her
US extradition hearing on fraud charges related to sanctions-
breaking business dealings with Iran. Ottawa and Washington

on Friday stepped up pressure on Beijing and called for the
immediate release of Kovrig and Spavor.

Collateral damage
Observers say Canada is increasingly looking like collateral

damage in a simmering US-China trade war, with Beijing at the
same time working to ease trade tensions with Washington.
“Canada is really just caught in between the US and China,
we’re like a scapegoat,” a businesswoman in education told
AFP, requesting anonymity for fear of reprisals. Like a number
of Canadian expats, she is using the holidays as an excuse to
stay out of the country. “At least I can remain in North
America to see how the situation will play out from a safe dis-
tance”, she said. Others in the Canadian community, speaking
on condition of anonymity, said they are making contingency
plans to leave the country “just in case” the situation takes a
turn for the worse. 

It is now up to China to decide how much they want to
escalate the situation, said Hugh Stephens, distinguished fel-

low at the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada. “The Chinese
aren’t going to influence the Canadian court system by what-
ever they do but there could be a lot of collateral damage,
which could seriously potentially damage relationships in the
long term,” he said. Despite the volume of business between
Canada and China, people might “start wondering whether or
not they’d be targeted” and consider a “long Christmas holi-
day”, he added.

‘China’s way’
The fallout from the arrests could have implications beyond

the immediate Canadian expat community, including
researchers who visit China. On Thursday, representatives of six
Berlin-based institutions, which included the European Council
for Foreign Relations and the German Marshall Fund, expressed
concern about the spate of Canadians detained. “Developments
such as these increase uncertainty and distrust among foreign
scholars who regularly conduct research within China, as they
fear for their safety,” the joint statement said. —AFP  
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DHAKA: Ferdousi Khan (2nd right), the wife of Bangladesh Awami League election candidate Sadek
Khan, distributes leaflets to voters during the general election campaign in Dhaka. —AFP

Philippine MP 
shot dead at 
a Xmas event
MANILA: A Philippine congressman was gunned down at a
Christmas celebration yesterday, police said, the latest violence
in a country notorious for deadly political rivalries. Rodel
Batocabe had just finished handing out presents in the central

town of Daraga when the lawmaker and his police bodyguard
were shot dead by a gunman hiding in the crowd, regional
police official Arnel Escobel said.

The motive was not immediately clear, but authorities said
they were looking into whether the killing could be politically
motivated. Batocabe had announced plans to run for mayor in
Daraga in midterm elections due in May, when the Philippines
will choose local, regional and national representatives.
Philippine polls are frequently marred by violence as politicians
resort to force and intimidation to win positions that will give
them power and influence in a nation where nearly a quarter of
the population lives on less than $2 a day.

Escobel said Batocabe, who was elected to the lower House
of Representatives in 2010, had recently voiced concern that
rivals in the mayoral race were using armed groups to influence
the vote. Over the years, several Philippine congress members
have been attacked or murdered by suspected rivals. The most
recent case was legislator Wahab Akbar who was killed along
with two aides when a bomb exploded outside the House of
Representatives building in November 2007. A year earlier,
Congressman Luis Bersamin was shot dead outside a church in
a Manila suburb. Grace Poe, a member of the Senate,
denounced the latest killing, saying: “This sorry history in our
nation of political violence must stop.” —AFP


